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Subpicosecond stimulated Raman scattering
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We studied the effect of self-phase modulation and self-focusing on transient stimulated Raman scattering
in high-pressure hydrogen by using high-energy, subpicosecond laser pulses. Adding argon to the hydrogen
emphasizes the effect of self-phase modulation on stimulated Raman scattering by increasing the former
effect without affecting the latter. The behavior of the observed stimulated Raman scattering falls into three
regimes depending on input energy: normal stimulated Raman scattering at low energies, suppression by
self-phase modulation at medium energies, and a recovery at high energies because strong self-focusing limits
self-phase modulation.

INTRODUCTION
Stimulated Raman scattering in high-pressure hydrogen
gas is a commonly used means of shifting the wave-
length of a laser beam. However, this technique be-
comes difficult to apply when the pump beam consists of
picosecond or subpicosecond laser pulses. In the steady-
state stimulated-Raman-scattering regime, when the
input pulse width is longer than the steady-state gain
Gss times the dephasing time of the Raman excita-
tion level T2, shortening the input pulse width in-
creases the total Stokes radiation output because the
Raman gain depends on the peak power of the inci-
dent beam.' But in the transient stimulated-Raman-
scattering regime, when the input laser-pulse width
is much smaller than GT 2, the stimulated Raman
gain depends only on the integrated energy of the
pump laser pulses. 2-5 Therefore shortening the input
pulse width will not increase the output Stokes ra-
diation. Moreover, as the pulse width of the pump
beam becomes shorter, other nonlinear processes, such
as self-phase modulation, self-focusing, harmonic gen-
eration, and multiphoton ionization, begin to become
important and affect the growth of the Stokes radia-
tion. Investigation of the interaction between stimu-
lated Raman scattering and other nonlinear effects is
necessary for obtaining better control of this technique
as a frequency shifter for coherent radiation, especially
for ultrashort pump laser pulses. Previous studies of
transient stimulated Raman scattering with femtosec-
ond laser pulses showed the importance of self-phase
modulation in Stokes radiation production. 6 7 How-
ever, these studies focused on the effect of the self-
phase modulation on the Raman spectral width, not
the Raman gain. Here we investigate the effect of
self-phase modulation on transient stimulated-Raman-
scattering gain as well as the role played by self-
focusing.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. A colliding-
pulse mode-locked (CPM) dye laser and a 10-Hz high-
energy dye amplifier system8 without a pulse compressor
produce 840-fs, 1-mJ laser pulses at 620 nm that serve
as the pump pulses for our experiments. A calibrated
phototube detector monitors the input laser-beam energy
before the Raman cell. The pump laser pulses are fo-
cused into a 1-m-long Raman cell by a 1-m focal-length
convex lens, and another convex lens collimates the ra-
diation coming out of the cell. The output at the pump
wavelength is detected with a pyroelectric detector with
a 10-nm bandpass filter centered at 620 nm. The mea-
sured values are corrected to account for reflection and
absorption losses in the Raman cell windows and the
bandpass filter. The Stokes radiation, at 835 nm for hy-
drogen gas, is measured by placement of the pyroelectric
detector after two prisms and selection of only the Stokes-
shifted region of the output spectrum. A spectral mea-
surement of the light in this frequency region, seen in
Fig. 2, shows that there is no background of spectrally
broadened radiation from the pump beam in the Stokes
spectral region. This spectrum confirms that when we
select the Stokes spectral region we are measuring only
the stimulated-Raman-scattering output.

To measure the strength of self-phase modulation, we
define the self-phase-modulation energy as the energy
in the radiation that, because of self-phase modulation,
lies outside the original pump-pulse spectrum. Then the
total output energy is equal to the sum of the output
energy at 620 nm, the self-phase-modulation energy, and
the Stokes-radiation energy, with small effects such as
anti-Stokes radiation and high-order harmonic generation
neglected. Since no energy is absorbed in the Raman
cell, we calculate the self-phase-modulation energy by
subtracting the sum of the 620-nm output energy and the
Stokes-radiation energy from the input energy.
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup. BS, beam splitter; L's, lenses; M,
removable mirror; IF, interference filter; P, prisms; Ei, input
energy; E620 nm, output energy at 620 nm; Estokes, energy at
Stokes-shifted frequency.
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Fig. 2. Stokes part of the Raman spectrum for hydrogen at
a pressure of 6.90 x 106 Pa. The input energy into the cell at
620 nm is 530 ILJ. The central peak at 835 nm is the first-order
vibrational Stokes line; the smaller side peaks are rotational
Stokes and anti-Stokes lines produced by the radiation at
835 nm.

Figure 3 shows a plot of the Stokes-radiation energy
versus the input pump energy in pure hydrogen gas
from 3.45 X 106 to 8.27 x 106 Pa at room temperature,
corresponding to a molecular-density range from 1390
to 3340 mol/m3 . The corresponding plot of self-phase-
modulation energy versus input energy appears in Fig. 4.
Taking the derivative of the total self-phase-modulation
energy with respect to the input pulse energy deter-
mines the self-phase-modulation production rate, shown
as a function of input energy in Fig. 5. The arrows in
Fig. 3 mark the input energies at which the self-phase-
modulation production rates in Fig. 5 reach a maximum.

Argon gas has a nonlinear index of refraction 1.2 times
that of hydrogen, but because argon is monatomic, it
has no Raman-active vibrational modes.9 Thus adding
argon to hydrogen increases the nonlinear index of re-
fraction without contributing directly to Stokes-radiation
production, enhancing the effects of self-phase modula-
tion and self-focusing on the stimulated Raman scatter-
ing produced by the hydrogen. Figure 6 shows a plot of
the Stokes-radiation energy versus the input pump energy
in hydrogen-plus-argon mixtures. The various curves in
Fig. 6 correspond to different partial pressures of argon
gas added to a fixed partial pressure of hydrogen gas of

4.83 x 106 Pa. As in Fig. 3, the arrows indicate the po-
sitions of the maximum self-phase-modulation production
rate.

DISCUSSION
We need to make several points to simplify the analysis
of our results. First, hydrogen gas has a dispersion-
less refractive index in the visible wavelength range,
permitting straightforward analysis without any com-
plications that are due to walk-off between the pump
laser pulse and the Stokes pulse.4 5 Second, we used
uncompressed 840-fs input pulses, because when we tried
using compressed 100-fs pulses we found that self-phase
modulation strongly overpowers Stokes radiation at all
input energies. Although the 840-fs input laser pulses
are severely chirped owing to the group-velocity disper-
sion in the amplifier stages, the chirp does not strongly
affect the total gain of the Stokes radiation. Carman
et al.3 showed that in the limit of high transient gain the
Raman gain coefficient is independent of the phase struc-
ture of the input pump pulse [see Eq. (A25)]. Since the
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Fig. 3. Stokes output energy versus input energy for hydro-
gen at pressures of 3.45 x 106, 4.83 x 106, 6.21 x 106, and
7.45 X 106 Pa. The arrows mark the input energies at which
the self-phase-modulation production rate reaches a maximum
(see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 4. Self-phase-modulation output energy versus input en-
ergy for hydrogen at the same pressures as in Fig. 3. The
self-phase-modulation energy is calculated by subtracting the
output energy at the input wavelength (620 nm) and at the
Stokes-shifted wavelength (835 nm) from the total input energy,
EsPM = E- E6 20 - EstokeS.
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Fig. 6. Stokes output energy versus input energy
gen partial pressure of 4.83 x 106 Pa with a:
pressures of 0.69 106, 2.07 x 106, and 3.4
The arrows again mark the input energies at
self-phase-modulation production rate reaches a mn

dephasing time for hydrogen in the pressure ra
40-100 ps,'0 we are well within the transient
Raman-scattering regime with 840-fs in
Furthermore, the spectral broadening that
self-phase modulation in the hydrogen gas is
sensitive to the chirp." Finally, our power
of the order of 1015 W/m2 , which is at leaw
of magnitude too low for multiphoton ionizal
an important role in our experiment.'2 This
multiphoton ionization was confirmed experi
the linear relation between the total output
the input laser-pulse energy in our input enei

Low-Energy Regime
Figure 3 suggests three regimes for transient
Raman scattering: low, medium, and high
ergy. In the low-energy regime, which cori
the region left of the arrow for each curve,
dence of the Stokes-radiation energy on the ii
agrees with the previously found exp(Gtrans)
pendence, where the transient gain Gtrans is I

I I to the square root of the input energy.2 The self-phase-
o 3.45 x 1 6 Pa modulation energy in this region is not yet strong enough
D 4.83 x 106 Pa - to have a significant effect on the transient stimulated
i 6.21 x 106 Pa Raman scattering. However, self-focusing manifests it-

7 self in two important ways. First, Fig. 6 shows that the
threshold energy for stimulated Raman scattering de-

_;; _ creases with increasing argon pressure, even though the
0 z ! i argon does not directly contribute to Stokes production.

_ This decrease in the threshold energy results from en-
hanced self-focusing caused by the increased pressure.' 3

Stronger self-focusing leads to a higher energy density
in the focal region for a given input energy. Second,

I I as is evidenced by Fig. 4, the self-phase-modulation en-
400 j 600 ergy grows with input energy faster than the linear de-

pendence expected in the absence of self-focusing [see
us input en-
gs. 3 and 4.

relation (B11)].

bh respect to Medium-Energy Regime
gy in Fig. 4. The medium-energy regime extends from the peak in the
.e the eye. self-phase-modulation production rate to the beginning of

the plateau in this rate (see Fig. 5). In this regime strong
self-phase modulation leads to suppression of the Stokes
radiation. As can be seen by comparing Figs. 3 and 5,
the onset of suppression coincides with the point at which

0,o- the self-phase-modulation production rate peaks.
Ob 0 For pure hydrogen, Stokes-energy production in the

low-energy regime becomes more efficient as the pres-
sure is increased. At the same time, however, the onset
of suppression occurs at a lower input energy because of
stronger self-phase modulation (see Fig. 3). As a result
of these two effects, the amount of Stokes energy gener-
ated at the onset of suppression is nearly independent
of the hydrogen pressure. When argon is added, on the
other hand, the enhancement of self-phase modulation
is not countered by a corresponding increase in Stokes
production. Thus the Stokes-energy level at the onset

for a hydro- of suppression drops with increasing argon pressure (see
rgon partial Fig. 6).
5 x 106 Pa. The suppression of the Stokes radiation by self-phase

which the modulation can be understood by analysis of the effect
aximum. of self-phase modulation on the pump pulse. Self-phase

modulation spreads the input pulse energy over various
nge used is frequencies, reducing the energy at the original frequency.
stimulated- Since only the input pulse energy at the original frequency
)ut pulses. provides gain for the Stokes radiation that starts building
is due to up at the beginning of the Raman cell, we can treat the
not highly spectral broadening of the input pulse caused by self-
density is phase modulation as a reduction in the pump energy along

st an order the interaction path. Assuming that the temporal profile
tion to play of the pump pulse does not vary along the interaction
absence of region, we may separate the spatial and the temporal

mentally by dependences of the field amplitude associated with the
energy and pump pulse and write E(z, t') = g(z)fp(t'), where f,
rgy range. is the temporal profile and t' = t - z/vg, with vg the

group velocity of the pulse, gp the spatial envelope, and
gp(O) = 1. Following an approach3 similar to that of

stimulated Carman et al.,2 an approximate expression for the gain
input en- coefficient for transient stimulated Raman scattering can

responds to be derived [see Eq. (A25)]:
the depen- [ x-~ 1/2

nput energy Gtrans(Z) 4 7712J Jg,(z)I2dz' Ifp(t)12dt
/Gtrans3 de- f[717 bp\ J p
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where the product 77172 is proportional to the square of
the molecular density (see Appendix A). Without self-
phase modulation the spatial dependence Ig,(z)l is unity,
and Eq. (1) reduces to the result derived by Carman et al.
On the other hand, if the pump-pulse amplitude becomes
smaller along the interaction path owing to self-phase
modulation, then gp(z) decreases as z increases, and the
total stimulated Raman gain decreases accordingly.

To quantify the effect of self-phase modulation on the
total stimulated Raman gain, let us define the effective
interaction length ID as the length scale over which the
average of the square of the spatial envelope function
Igp(z)12 equals 1/2. If the effective interaction length ID
is much larger than the actual interaction length L set
by the confocal parameter of the focusing optics, ID >> L,
then the decrease in the pump-pulse energy that is due to
self-phase modulation is negligible over the interaction re-
gion. In this case, corresponding to the low-input-energy
regime, the effect of self-phase modulation on the pump
pulse can be ignored, and the transient gain coefficient
in Eq. (1) is approximately proportional to 17;. On the
other hand, if ID << L, then the integration over the in-
teraction path in Eq. (1) becomes

f| Igp(z)2dz = 2 + f jgp(z)2dz = + °( ) (2)

Thus, when ID << L, to first order the transient gain
coefficient is proportional to J/t. Under this condition
we can write

Gtota,(L) -C (NH2
2EilD)"2 , (3)

where NH2 is the molecular density of hydrogen and Es is
the incident pulse energy.'4

To see the effect of self-phase modulation on the stimu-
lated Raman gain, we must first examine the effect of
self-phase modulation on the effective interaction length
ID in Eq. (3). In the absence of self-focusing the effect
of self-phase modulation on the pump-pulse amplitude is
(see Appendix B)

E(z, t') = Ep(O, t')[1 + (CNH2 EiZ)2 ]- 4 , (4)

where C is a constant. Using this expression to find ID
gives

ID f=| Ig(z)I 2 dz

ID
= J| [1 + (CNH2Ei) 2] "2 dz

=CN1 2 ln{CNH2 EilD + [1 + (CNH2EilD)2 ] 2 }.

(5)

Solving self-consistently for ID shows that

I 1 (6)

Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (3), we find that when ID <<
L the transient stimulated Raman gain becomes indepen-
dent of input energy,

This result explains the nearly flat regions observed in the
curves in Fig. 3 immediately after the onset of suppres-
sion. The above result also suggests that the transition
from the low-energy regime to the medium-energy regime,
marked by the onset of suppression, corresponds roughly
to the point at which ID becomes smaller than L.

High-Energy Regime
As the input energy is further increased, the self-phase-
modulation production rate drops from its maximum to a
constant value that is independent of pressure and input
energy. In parallel with this flattening of the self-phase-
modulation production rate in Fig. 5, we note a partial
recovery of the Stokes production in Fig. 3. Once the
self-phase-modulation production rate is constant, the
Stokes energy takes on an approximately linear depen-
dence on input energy.

The linear dependence of both the self-phase-
modulation energy and the Stokes radiation on input
energy in this regime can be explained by the breakup
of the laser beam into fine filaments caused by strong
self-focusing, an effect that is confirmed by visible
observation of the output spatial profile of the pump
beam at high input energy. Campillo et al.'5 carried
out a linear stability analysis and showed that when the
input pulse energy density is larger than a critical value
the laser beam will break up into filaments with the
energy density in each filament inversely proportional
to the nonlinear refractive index, and therefore to the
molecular density, but independent of the total input
energy density.'6 In other words, increasing the input
energy will increase the number of filaments but will not
increase the energy density in each filament.

Since the input energy density per filament is fixed af-
ter beam breakup has occurred, we can use relation (B11)
to calculate the self-phase-modulation energy density pro-
duced in each filament:

FspM = aFi,

with

(8)

1

[1 + 2(773 Eol2L)2]"2 (9)

being independent of total input energy because the in-
put energy density per filament is fixed. Note that M a

2vrn2/Ao is proportional to the molecular density, whereas
I E0 12 oc F, is inversely proportional to the molecular den-
sity in each filament. Thus a is independent of both to-
tal input energy and pressure. Integrating both sides of
Eq. (8) over area gives

(10)EspM EO + aEL,

where EspM is the total self-phase-modulation energy, E
is the total input energy, and EO is a constant determined
by the self-phase-modulation energy produced before the
input beam breaks up. Thus in the high-energy regime
the self-phase-modulation production rate is given by

(11)dESPM
dEi

and is independent of both input energy and pressure,
as is seen in Fig. 5. The numerical value of a for pureGtotal (L)c |NH2 -
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hydrogen, indicated by the high-input-energy results in
Fig. 5, is -0.7.

A similar argument accounts for the behavior of the
Stokes radiation in this regime. As in the case of self-
phase modulation, the Stokes-radiation energy density in
each filament can be written as

Fstakes = j,

scattering of the medium. The coupling parameters m7
and _72 are given by

N aa
77i 2- Q 

2iTNwS 2 aa
17i c 2 ks aQ

(A4)

(A)

(12)

where, again, /3 is independent of total input energy be-
cause the input energy density per filament is fixed. Fol-
lowing the same procedure as above leads to the result

dEstokes = /3 (13)
dEj

which explains the linear dependence of the Stokes-
radiation energy on the input energy observed in the
high-energy regime (see Figs. 3 and 6). For pure hydro-
gen (Fig. 3) /3 is roughly independent of pressure and
equal to -0.2. However, because the addition of argon
decreases the total energy per filament in the high-energy
regime without enhancing Stokes production, /3 decreases
with increasing argon partial pressure (Fig. 6).

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the effect of self-
phase modulation and self-focusing on transient stimu-
lated Raman scattering in high-pressure hydrogen gas.
In the low-energy regime self-phase modulation has
little effect on transient stimulated Raman scattering, but
self-focusing enhances it. Adding argon to the hydrogen
enhances self-focusing, which in turn lowers the Stokes-
radiation threshold. Increasing the input energy results
in suppression of transient stimulated Raman scattering
by self-phase modulation, an effect that is strongly en-
hanced by the addition of argon. At high input energies
the beam breaks up into fine filaments, leading to a par-
tial recovery of the Stokes radiation as well as a linear
dependence of both the self-phase modulation and Stokes
energies on the input energy. This study shows that the
complicated interplay among transient stimulated Raman
scattering, self-phase modulation, and self-focusing must
be taken into account when a system is designed to use
stimulated Raman scattering with ultrashort pulses.

where N is the number density of Raman-active molecules
in the medium, a is the polarizability associated with
Raman-active vibrations, Los and ks are the radial fre-
quency and the amplitude of the wave vector of the Stokes
radiation, respectively, and cor is the radial frequency of
the vibration.

Transforming the temporal coordinate t into a new co-
ordinate t' = t - z/vS, the coupled equations (Al)-(A3)
become

ET(z, t') = g(z)f,(t'),

az = i7jEpQ ,

a + 1)Q* =-i72E,*ES.

(A6)

(A7)

(A)

Integrating both sides of Eq. (A8), we get

Q*(z, t = - i772 exp(-Ft') Ep*(z t)ES(Z, t")

X exp(rt")dt". (A9)

Substituting Eq. (A9) into Eq. (A7) yields

aEZ - 71772Ep(z t')exp(-Ft') t' Ep*(z t`)E,(z,t")

X exp(rt")dt". (A10)

Taking the temporal derivative of the above equation, we
find

a2 s + r
azat'

__ a = 7172 EPl2 ES .
Ep at' /az

(All)

APPENDIX A

With no pump-pulse depletion assumed to be due to the
Stokes-radiation production, the coupled equations for de-
scribing transient stimulated Raman scattering are given
byl

Ep(z,t) = gp(z)fp(t),

1 8 =~ U a + . = i'7,EpQ,
V( at + az( a+IF'Q* =.¶7E*ES

at J

(Al)

(A2)

(A3)

where Ep and Es are the field amplitudes of the pump
and the Stokes waves, respectively, Q is the oscillation
amplitude of the normal coordinate in the molecular vi-
bration, s is the group velocity of the Stokes wave, and r
corresponds to the linewidth of the spontaneous Raman

Substituting Eq. (A6) into Eq. (All) yields

a 2 ES r 1 afp a Es IP12E 
azat' fp at' az = 172

from which we obtain

ad ( tLEs
exp(rt') ii - 1 772EI 2E. exp(rt')

f (t') - ~2EIE f (tl)

We next define

U(z t)Es(z t) exp(rt')

which together with Eq. (A13) gives

a2 U(z1 tU(Z t) 
azat' 7TV', 2 ~~'

(A12)

(A13)

(A14)

(A15)

Wang et al.
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Transforming the temporal and the spatial coordinates
using the relations

t'
w(e) =ny ot If (ti)2ndt (A16)

e (Z) a_ 57H i I g 2 f /)1dz/ (A17)

we finally obtain

a2 U(e, T) = U(e,r).
aeaT

APPENDIX B

In this appendix we derive an expression for the self-
phase-modulation energy in hydrogen, assuming that
there is no self-focusing and that effects from stimulated
Raman scattering can be neglected. The electric field of
the incident laser pulse can be written as

E(t) = of(t)exp(-iwot + ibt 2),

(A18) with

Proceeding similarly, we derive an analogous relation for
the normal coordinate

a W(6, T) = W(, T), (A19)
afaT

where
exp(t) (A20)

Both Eqs. (A18) and (A19) are standard hyperbolic
equations that can be solved for arbitrary initial condi-
tions by Riemann's method.14 A special solution of this
type of equation is the modified Bessel function Io(2V;:).
The solution must satisfy the following initial conditions:
(1) the system starts in the ground vibrational state
so that aEs/az = Q*(z) = 0 for t' - -- , and (2) the
Stokes radiation field at the edge of the Raman cell z = 0
is the constant background spontaneous noise ES(O, t').
Through the coordinate transformation relations (A16)
and (A17) the initial conditions can be converted into

au = WI=o=°,
e I=O

Ul,=o - Es(0, t,) exp(FT') 
F,(t')

aw
aT I~

1 2
Es(0, t') exp(tD)

Fp(t')

(A21)

(A22)

Solving the hyperbolic equations (A18) and (A19) subject
to the above boundary conditions, we obtain the solutions

ES(Zt') = Es(0Ot') + [712(Z)fP(t')
rti

X J exp[-r(t' - t)]fp*(t"1)Es(0,t")

X I1(2J )[r(t) T(t )]} ) dt/ (A23)

Q*(z, t) = inf exp[-F(t' - t)]fp*(t1I)ES(0,t11)

X g (z)Io(2{J(z)[7(t') - T(t")] }"2) dt". (A24)

From the asymptotic behavior of the Bessel func-
tion, we can obtain an approximate relation for the
Stokes field amplitude in the limit of large transient
gain. In this limit the Stokes-energy amplification
Estokes(z)/Estokes(0) is approximately proportional to
exp[Gtrans(z)]/[Gtrans(z)]3 ,2 where the transient stimu-
lated Raman gain coefficient Gtr.n. is given by

Gtrans(Z) =- 4 771772J foZgp(z)2 dz' T|V 411~t)12dt"]

f(t) = exp(-t2/T2),

(Bla)

(Bib)

where c 0 is the center radial frequency of the light wave,
b is the chirp parameter, and we have assumed that the
pulse shape is Gaussian. Taking the Fourier transform
of Eqs. (Bi) yields

S(M) = f CE(t)exp(iwt)dt

_ exF- (w - o) 2r2 1
(1 - ibr 2)"2 p 4(1 - ibr2) (B2)

for the frequency dependence of the electric field of the
laser pulse. The power spectrum is thus

IS( =)12
= lEo 2vr' ((O - WO )

2 2

(1 + b2r4)"/2 2(1 + b 2r4)j (B3)

After the laser pulse is sent through the nonlinear-
optical medium, the electrical field of the pump pulse
becomes

E'(t) = Eof(t)exp[ii-3 JEO
2 f(t)2 L]exp(-icoot + ibt 2),

(B4)

where L is the interaction length and 73 27rn2/Ao. The
frequency dependence of the electric field associated with
self-phase modulation is then

S'(co) = f Eof(t)exp[i 3MIE01
2f(t) 2L]exp(-ioot + ibt 2)

X exp(iwt)dt. (B5)

Assuming a Gaussian form for f(t) as in Eq. (Blb), the
dominant contribution to the integral in Eq. (B5) occurs
when t2/r 2 < 1. So we may approximate f(t) in this
integral by 1 - t2 /T2 , yielding

(1(Cd -i EoVL iTS() (1 + i27 3VEOI12 L - ir)/

X expi- ( - wo)2 72 1
P[4(1 + i273 VEoI2L - ibT2)j

(B6)

Using the spectrum in relation (B6), we can now de-
rive an expression for FspM, the total energy density of
the pulse minus the energy density in the original spec-
tral region of the incident laser pulse. To calculate the
final energy density remaining in the original spectral re-
gion, we integrate the final power spectrum IS'(CO)12 by us-
ing the weighting function exp[-(co - 0oo)272/2(1 + b2T4)]

Wang et al.
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from the original power spectrum in Eq. (B3). Let us de-
fine the energy density inside the original spectral width
of the incident pulse to be F8 . Using Eq. (B5), we get

Bf ISI(ojw)2exF - or 20j 0) 
F8 L 2(1 + b2 t4)jd

B~Tr 2
1EoI

2 f [( - WO )2T2 1
[1 + (273IE012L - br2)2]'1 2 exp 2(1 + b2 r4)

X expj[ + O -owo)
2 r2

_ d 
2[ + (2i731 oE2L- br 2)2]

= ~TvBTIT12[ + 1 + b2 ,r4 ]1/2
=r -v B Eol 2 + b2Tr4 + (273IEo 2L - br2 )2

(B7)

where B is a normalization constant. In our case, the
spectral broadening due to the chirp is negligible com-
pared with the effect of self-phase modulation.9 So ig-
noring the chirp parameter b, F85 becomes

F 1 +r2T oBTI )o 12

El[ + 2( 773 1 EO 12L)2]1
(B8)

We define FspM to be the energy density associated with
frequency components other than those composing the
center spectral range of the incident pulse,

FsPM = F, - FO (B9)

where F, is the energy density of the incident laser pulse.
In the absence of self-phase modulation, F = F8, which
allows us to determine the normalization constant:

F = 2co I 1E2
= r /WBr Eo 2, (B10)

so B = cno/(2 '2). Therefore, without self-focusing,
the self-phase-modulation energy density is given by

FSPM F - -E1 + 2(-q3IJEI2L)2 ]' 2 (B11)
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